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INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem in GPR sensing resides in the conflict between the need for good ground penetration and the desire for tolerable resolution. This translates into a question of frequency content. Lower frequencies penetrate wet ground more effectively with fewer scattering losses. At the same time, we desire higher frequencies for sufficient resolution. In this study, we assume that the sensing platform must have some ( -2m or more) standoff from the ground surface, either for safety, to avoid disturbing the surface, or for ease of coverage. Thus the measured return will inevitably contain a ground surface reflection, particularly if, as in this study, we consider normal incidence. A reflector about one subsurface wavelength below the surface will generally produce a reflection that is difficult to separate f " the ground surface return. The two returns will overlap in the time domain, with equivalent loss of discrimination in the frequency domain ([1],[2] ). Viewing the scene from offnormal incidence does not entirely do away with the problem t31.
The problem is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows a ground surface reflection, above two depictions of returns from ground with a subsurface reflector. In each of these figures the trailing content is amplified by a factor.of four with a ramp weighted transition zone between early and late time [2] . The reflector in this case is simply an assumed imperfectly reflecting interface below the surface layer with Even with a reflector at 20 cm depth it is not possible to distinguish separate reflections from surface and reflector, as needed for typical deconvolution operations.
3) The waveforms corresponding to different depths of reflector are distinct, being essentially interference patterns between surface and subsurface reflections. 4) When a reflector is just below the surface, the returned signal is distended in time relative to the source wavelet.
TWO METHODS FOR TARGET DISCRIMINATION
Waveform Recognition As a first line of attack, we take inspiration from our modeling studies which suggest that, however obscured by other reflections, the returns contributed by our targets resemble the waveforms from a simple interface. As illustrated below, fine geomerrical detail in the target tends to have only a higher order effect on the results. Using either the simple layer model or any more sophisticated treatment, one can compute a theoretical reference set of waveforms corresponding to reflectors at different possible depths, as in the lower two figures above. To evaluate the source of a measured signal, one determines which reference waveform correlates best with it. We use the simple interface model here, measuring soil moisture at about 16% by volume, corresponding to a dielectric constant of about 8, with frequency dependent lossiness corresponding to the volume fraction of water. An effective tatget reflection coefficient of about -0.4 was again assumed for top of the target. surface return alone is quite low, and the peak correlation matches the correct depth quite closely. In effect, the modeling) signal processing allows us to reccwer some of the resolution that is lost when we must resort to relatively low frequencies.
Energy Distention
Another approach depends less on any particular scattering model, but works simply from the realization that a the surface return will be distended by a shallow buried each normalized to have unit energy, one obtains a record of "energy" accumulation through time. Figure 3 shows the results of such procedures, applied to nzflections from the moist soil without a buried target, and from the same soil containing alternative metallic targets of comparable size.
The same radar system was used as produced the pulse at the top of Figure 1 . When there is no subsurface target the returned energy accumulates relatively quickly. Otherwise we note a characteristic delay in the approach to 100%
arrival. That dqlay is not significantly dependent on target details. While both are axisymmetric, the mine is relatively smooth with a simple central cylindrical rise, The dtemator contains a drive wheel with protruding rod, and other features reminiscent of various more complex mine morphologies. In either case the presence of the target is clear, by virtue of the trajectory of energy arrival. Similar experiments with other shapes and sizes of target at other depths proved likewise successful. Figure 4 shows results along survey transects in which the radar was above the target on the left side of the figure, then was moved away producing the scans on the right. N85 represents the time point within the trailing signal content at which the cumulative.energy return of the signal segment reaches 85% of its ultimate value (cf Figure 3) . The target is essentially invisible in the wet clay, but shows very clearly in the pattem of N85 when the soil is frozen. 
CONCLUSION
In seeking to discriminate near-surface metallic targets on the order of the subsurface incident wavelength in size, the methods pursued here were successful in applications in moist soil of mixed type. Signal processing with or without modeling was required to interpret radar returns; one could not simply look for bright spots in the record. In the extreme case of very wet clay, it appears that r e m s from mine-like targets can still be distinguished from overlapping surface reflections, under frozen conditions. We anticipate improvement against some of the near false alarms (eg secondary peaks in Figure 2 ) by improvement of the reference signal set, either through more sophisticated modeling or incorporation of field data.
